
AdApting A nEW WAy tO UnLOCK 
EMOtiOnAL intELLigEnCE At SChOOLS

As educators, school districts and parents all wrestle with how to prepare youngsters for success in years 
ahead, the importance of emotional intelligence has been acknowledged as critical to performing well both 
in and outside the classroom. However,how do you enhance emotional intelligence with individuals in their 
formative years so it can make a positive, sustainable impact throughout life?

Using Personality to Improve Student Success
Since 2013, E-Colors in Education (ECiE) has been unlocking the key to this mystery in schools across the world with the intention of positively 
influencing educators and students to become intentional leaders and caring citizens. Today, more than 45 schools in districts in the United States, 
Canada, and Singapore are E-Colors champions, with this number rapidly growing.

ECiE began as a not-for-profit arm of the global training 
company Equilibria a few years after a teacher in a rural 
school district sought to align her fellow colleagues with a 
shared vision. Using its expertise in Personality Diversity, 
Equilibria coached the teachers on the principles of self-
awareness and self-management, using its proprietary 
E-Colors and Personal Intervention tools.

As a result, the educators began taking greater responsibility
for their actions, managed reactive behaviors better to build rapport with team members and became more effective collaborators. School 
administrators and teachers quickly realized the value of bringing these same skill sets to their students.

Approach: How E-Colors Works
The E-Colors, markers for personality patterns, communications styles, and personality tendencies, is 
simple and memorable. The colors (red-the doer, yellow-the socializer, blue-the relater and green-the 
thinker) represent the four main personality quadrants.

More than 500,000 individuals, including children as young as seven, worldwide have taken Equilibria’s free 
Personality Diversity Indicator (www.ecolorsineducation.org) to discover their E-Colors. In educational 
settings, the E-Colors become a common language for breaking communication barriers and nurturing 
emotional intelligence and enhancing communication to achieve greater success. With improved Self-
Awareness, students and teachers learn Personal Intervention, techniques to move from innate reaction 
to considered response. The goal is to help students, teachers, parents and other influencers to act with 
intention, choosing to perform to their highest potential.

Thomas, at age seven, was a stubborn little boy who didn’t listen to 
his peers. He got into fights and, after one particular incident he was 
even removed from the school bus. Shortly thereafter, however, he 
experienced a life-changing event. He was introduced to his E-Colors,
became more self-aware of his strengths and potential limiters, and has 
learned to make better choices. Today, Thomas is a thriving 11-year old. 
Conflict resolution is a skill he practices daily.
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Advocating for Living with Intention
When Dr. Rosalinda Mercado (Y/R), PhD, was introduced to the E-Colors protocol as principal of what is now Empowerment high School & discovery 
Middle School in Houston, she immediately saw the relationship of teacher-student-parent in achieving higher performance. She embedded the 
process with her teachers and created student champions, who became advocates among their peers to ensure sustainability of the program.

The school saw test scores and attendance improve and bullying incidents decrease. Dr. Mercado became such an advocate that she became E-Colors 
in Education’s first CEO and now coaches others to understand and leverage the diversity of thought and behavior for better communication, 
leadership, teamwork, and safety.

One school that has embraced ECiE is taft Union 
high School’s Oil tech Academy in California. Ted 
Pendergrass (R/G), a Technology teacher and program 
coordinator, learned about it from one of the school’s 
business partners. The school had experienced several 
serious behavioral incidents and was looking for a  way 
of curbing aggression and violence.

Champion Self. Champion Others. Champion Community.
Alief independent School district, southwest of Houston, is actively working with its administrators, teachers and students to become more 
responsible and collaborative through personality diversity techniques. As an example, Lisa Saarie (G/B), principal of Chancellor Elementary, is a
staunch ECiE supporter, advocate and leader who has provided multiple opportunities for her E-Colors champions. A 10-year old attending 
elementary school in Alief shared, “Since becoming more aware of my pause button, I have fought less. I have reinvented myself.”

Noe Galindo (B/G), principal of Liestman Elementary in Alief ISD, even scheduled classes following the devastation of Hurricane Harvey to coach
students in grades 2 - 4. He and his core team of assistant principals and counselors offered E-Colors sessions during block scheduling. “We need to
reach students at a level where we can positively evolve each students’ personality while developing character traits such as grit,” he says.

Just down the road at holmquist Elementary, Diana Cavazos (R/Y), the ESL Interventionist, has seen what a huge difference E-Colors in Education has 
made in her students’ and fellow teachers’ lives. “About four years ago I was looking for better results in the classroom. When I began implementing
the E-Colors strategies it was like light bulbs started going off,” she says. “The kids, who are from many nationalities, got it right away. Personality
diversity was the great equalizer. The dynamics of the class have changed. Students are more grounded because they know who they are. Parents are
more involved because their children are thriving.”

Many of Holmquist E-Colors champions, who volunteered during Houston’s 2017 Super Bowl activities, are now in middle school where they continue
to advocate that it is our differences that make us stronger. Their E-Colors in Education mantra — Champion Self. Champion Others. Champion
Community. — is helping ensure their future success by Living with Intention.

harlingen CiSd values critical thinking, collaboration, creativity and communication. HCISD believes students can equally gain academic and 
emotional success. This forward looking school district continues to invest in their educators and student leaders. Developing individuals, who can 
produce meaningful work and cultivate sustainable relationships are skills that are essential in and beyond the classroom.

“Once our students learned about their personalities, they realized they 
could control their own behavior better by pushing “play” when they needed 
to play to their strengths and pushing “pause” before reacting in away that 
was hurtful to them or others,” explains Pendergrass. “Because of E-Colors, 
we have built a positive school climate, always working to develop a clear 
understanding of one’s self as well as others. Personal Intervention provides a 
practical tool for making conscious decisions at any time, based on managing 
and leveraging how we react versus respond.”

ecolorsineducation.org 
info@equilibria.com
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